
THIS YEAR,
BRING SOMETHING
SPECTACULAR
TO THE TABLE.
Check out some of our new 2020 product highlights.

Introducing fresh sizes to meet the latest of trends. 
The perfect capacities for noodle, rice and protein bowls.

Crave Bowls



You asked. We delivered: buffetware made beautiful. 
These gold risers are guaranteed crowd pleasers.  
In your choice of satin or hammered gold.

Crank up the contrast with a timeless color combo.
Perfect for food halls, marketplaces, and quick serve 
restaurants, these lightweight, dishwasher-safe trays are 
the perfect carrying case for your meal.

Gold Riser Sets

Mix & Matte Marble Dinnerware

Black & White Melamine Trays

Exceptionally versatile. Effortlessly elegant. Extremely durable. These matte white and marble pieces are designed to 
be mixed and matched, standing up to the noblest menu items. 



We’re excited to announce a signature new line of buffetware, the Black Twilight 

Collection. Perfect for high-end hotels and similar settings, these pieces are designed 

to be mixed and matched. Featuring sleek black finishes and innovative designs, this 

collection lends an air of sophistication and cohesion to any large-group setting.

Black Twilight Griddle Stands

INTRODUCING THE  
BLACK TWILIGHT COLLECTION

Black Twilight Angled Risers

Sleek black finish. Tapered, space-saving design. Elevate your 
brunch presentation with this trio of griddle stands. All three are 
crafted from iron so they can stand the heat in style.

Modern designs at full tilt. The unique angled 
construction makes self-service easier and looks 
striking in the process. 



Black Twilight Two-Tiered Condiment RackBlack Twilight Juice Dispenser Bases

Choose your base height. Choose your capacity. The newest 
bases to our Mix and Match Juice Dispenser line are stylishly 
interchangeable. New 12" height is perfect for refilling water bottles 
at hydration stations.

Organization made simple. Contemporary and sleek, this 
new jet-black condiment organizer is an elegant way to 
keep toppings, sauces and straws in order. 



White Marble Melamine Bowls

Gold Long Neck Bell Pitchers

Double-Wall Hammered Wine Cooler

A stylish way to keep the cold in. Bottle service, anyone? 
This stainless steel wine cooler features an elegant 
hammered design and double walls to keep bottles cooler 
for longer. With a 54 oz. capacity, it can also serve as a 
shareable drinking vessel for crowd-pleasing cocktails.

We’re setting a new gold standard in beverage service. 
Featuring beautiful hammered and satin finishes, these 
gold pitchers are très fashionable. 

Our Melamine Naturals line receives an elegant extension. 
With a beautiful marble finish, these bowls are truly chic. 
They come in the same sizes as our traditional melamine 
square bowls, but with a modern shape.


